TERMS OF USE OF THE SITE

1. Framework
This website ("Website") is an Internet page owned by MEO – Serviços de
Comunicações e Multimédia, S.A, which works as a centralized access point to
information relating to the mobile payment service for parking, in the Cities listed herein,
provided by MEO or by the management entities of parking facilities ("Parking
Companies").
The Site, its structure, and the selection, organization and presentation of its contents,
including its features and the software used therein, are the exclusive property of MEO.
For more information about the Service, please see the Terms and Conditions of the
Service available here.

2. Obligations of the user

When using this site, the following should be taken into
account:
 Do not Access, or attempt to access the Site by any means other than those
provided, or use modified forms of software, particularly in order to gain
unauthorized access to any portion of the Site;
 Do not use the Site for unauthorized
purposes;
 Do not remove any notice of copyright, trademark or other proprietary
rights notices;
 Do not undertake modification, decompiling, reproduction, or any form of
unauthorized use of the Site;
 Do not perform any acts that may harm or endanger the integrity, continuity or
quality of the Site, including in particular (i) breach of authentication or security
systems that protect access accounts,

servers,

networks

or

services,

(ii)

unauthorized access or obtaining of any extraneous data, personal or not, with all
forms of Phishing being prohibited, (iii) unauthorized search of vulnerabilities or
weaknesses in access accounts, servers, services, networks, in particular the

systematic response detection services (Scan), (iv) overload actions aimed at sabotage
or sabotaging the functioning of the Site (Denial of Service).
This site must be used in a responsible, prudent and careful manner, without
disrupting or degrading the continuity, integrity and quality of the features and
functionality of the Site. Further, remember that you use the Site at your own risk
and you are solely responsible for any damage caused to your system and/or
computer equipment or other damages, including loss or damage to data arising from
the use of materials, content or information obtained in any way through the Site.
3.

Responsibility of MEO

 The MEO is not responsible for damages or losses that may result from:


The

use

or

interruptions,

impossibility

of

use

of

the

Site,

including,

delays,

errors, interference with and suspension of communications,

omissions, viruses, bugs, and also damage and/or malfunction of the electronic,
computer or telecommunications systems;


Delays or obstructions of use caused by failures or overloading of the Internet
or other electronic systems, namely failures in accessing any part of the Site;



Suspension, non-functioning or unauthorized use of servers in which the Site
is hosted and/or of all the information and data hosted there;



Unlawful actions by third parties, including the accessing and modification of
personal databases;



Use of the user name and password by unauthorized third

parties; and


Possible security deficiencies or errors that may result from the use of unsafe or
outdated terminals or browsers, as well as from the action of devices for
recording user passwords or identification codes, or from the damage, errors or
inaccuracies that may result from their malfunction.

 MEO does not guarantee that:


The results obtained through the use of the Site are correct, true, reliable or

its own;


Any advice, recommendation or information of any kind, submitted or
made available on the Site, or obtained through its use, is current, accurate,
complete or error free; MEO states that it assumes no legal responsibility in this

regard;


Any material or other content provided through the Site by third parties,

including the Parking Companies, is secure, legal or appropriate.

4. Links
The establishment of links does not imply, under any circumstances, the existence of a
relationship between MEO and the owner or manager of the web page to which the
link refers, nor the acceptance or approval by MEO of any content, services or
materials available there. For these reasons, MEO is not responsible for the
lawfulness, trustworthiness or quality of any
content contained therein, nor for compliance with the applicable legal rules
regarding the contents available therein.

5. Security


MEO does not guarantee that the Site will operate without interruption, will be
free of errors or failures, or that it will be continuously available.



MEO may at any moment and without prior notice, take all precautions
necessary to guarantee the integrity, security, continuity or quality of the Site,
including restrictions or limitations of access.



It is also up to each user to adopt the necessary measures to protect their terminal

equipment.
6. Suspension or closure of the Site



MEO may at any time and without prior notice:



Partially or totally suspend access to any part of the Site, particularly in
operations for the management, maintenance, repair, alteration or modernization
of these; in the case of planned operations, and whenever possible, MEO will
post notification online of the date and duration of the intervention;



Temporarily or permanently shutdown, either partially or totally, any part of the

Site.


The suspension of the Site, for any reason, does not entitle you to indemnity or
compensation from MEO.

7. Final Provisions


By using the Site, you agree to these Terms of Use and should therefore respect
them.



This document should be consulted regularly, since the rules of use of the Site
may be changed at any time and without notice. If you disagree with any of the
rules of use, you should not use the Site.



These Terms of Use are governed by Portuguese law and, in case of dispute in the
interpretation or application of these Terms of Use, the court of the district of
Lisbon has jurisdiction, with express waiver of any other.

